A sounding subband allocation algorithm is proposed for a proportional fair (PF) scheduler in an OFDMA=FDD uplink. The proposed sounding algorithm tries to provide a PF scheduler with more proper channel state information of multiple users by using an estimated PF metric. It is shown that the proposed sounding subband allocation algorithm enables the PF scheduler to achieve the throughput gain and guarantee fairness at the same time.
Introduction: To achieve throughput gain and guarantee fairness at the same time in OFDMA, we can utilise a proportional fair (PF) scheduler which uses instantaneous channel state information (CSI) of users, i.e. per-subband signal-to-noise ratios (SNRs) or instantaneous channel gains. As a technique to provide a base station (BS) with the instantaneous CSI between the BS and user, sounding is considered for the uplink (UL) of an OFDMA system with full duplex division (FDD). Owing to the limited wireless resource for sounding, the BS obtains the instantaneous CSI of only a portion of the user set on each subband. Therefore, the process of scheduling UL data of multiple users is related to the allocation of sounding subbands. In this Letter, we propose a novel sounding subband allocation algorithm for the PF scheduler.
Fig. 1 Sounding instruction and data channel allocation with minimum latency in FDMA=FDD system
System model: Consider the uplink of an OFDMA=FDD system with K users and N sb subbands, each of which consists of N sc consecutive subcarriers. Fig. 1 shows the sounding instruction and data channel allocation with minimum latency in the OFDMA=FDD system. A subband in the sounding zone (S-subband) needs to be differentiated from a subband in the data channel (D-subband). Each S-subband can be assigned to multiple users while each D-subband is assigned exclusively to one user at any frame. The BS allows M 1 users to transmit sounding signals simultaneously on the same S-subband since the BS uses a technique to separate multiple sounding signals, such as a decimation-based one or a sequence-based one [1] . The sounding zone is composed of M 2 OFDMA symbols and the BS obtains the CSI of M ( ¼ M 1 M 2 ) users per subband during a frame. We call M the multiplexing coefficient for sounding.
Each user transmits sounding signals only on the S-subbands allocated to him, which are predetermined in the UL MAP of the preceding DL frame. Exploiting the CSI of multiple users from received sounding signals, the BS allocates a subset of D-subbands to each user based on a PF scheduling algorithm. Thereafter a subset of S-subbands is allocated to each user based on some algorithm. The UL MAP message includes information on allocation of D-subbands and S-subbands. Note that the subset of S-subbands allocated to a user is different from that of D-subbands.
Sounding subband allocation algorithm for PF schedulers: It is shown in [2] that a scheduler is proportionally fair for OFDMA if and only if it maximises the PF metric G(t) defined as
where U is the user set, C k is the subset of D-subbands allocated to user k by the scheduler, and T is the average window size. r k,n (t) is the instantaneous transmittable rate of the nth D-subband at the tth frame and R k (t À 1) is the average rate of user k at the preceding frame. If the number of the D-subbands allocated to user k is m k , we can approximate the data rate of user k at the current frame as P
is the power of the additive white Gaussian noise (AWGN), and ḡ k (t) is his average channel gain over all subbands. The SNR gap G is the function of the target BER [3] , which is defined as
Now let us define the estimated PF metric G (t þ 1) as
where r k (t þ 1) is the estimate of r k (t þ 1). Since the average channel gain ḡ k (t) in wideband OFDMA systems is affected mainly by the path loss and shadowing and changes slowly, the average channel gain over DL bandwidth ḡ k,(DL) (t) is almost equal to ḡ k (t þ 1). And we can obtain r k (t þ 1) from ḡ k,(DL) (t), which is updated by feedback every frame. Using the greedy descent algorithm, we can find m k 's which maximise G (t þ 1). These m k 's can be thought of as the number of Dsubbands required for user k at the next frame. On the other hand, one of M users, who transmit sounding signals in the same S-subband, is selected with probability 1=M roughly. Therefore, we can set the number of S-subbands for user k to l k ¼ m k M. In the following, the proposed greedy descent S-subband allocation (GDSA) algorithm is described in detail.
Step 1: Set m k ¼ 0 for all k.
Step 2: Calculate the increment of G (t þ 1) on the assumption that one more D-subbands is allocated to user k. Select the user k* and increase m k * by one:
Step 3:
Step 4: If there is any user k such that l k > N sb , reallocate l k À N sb S-subbands to other users as follows:
Simulation results and conclusions: Consider the uplink of the OFDMA=FDD system with N sb ¼ 6 and N sc ¼ 18. Only 108 subcarriers among 128 ones are used and the UL bandwidth is 1.25 MHz. We consider a single cell with uniformly distributed users moving at 4 km=h. A path loss model for urban areas and ITU pedestrian channel model-A are employed. A frame is composed of 42 OFDMA symbols and the average window size T is five frames. We suppose that the uncoded target BER is 10 À3 . We assume all the users receive sounding instructions from the BS without error and the BS obtains exact channel gains from sounding signals.
In simulation, we employ the suboptimal PF scheduler named best proportional fair scheduler of [4] since the optimal PF scheduler has very high computational complexity. In terms of throughput and proportional fairness, we compare the proposed GDSA algorithm with the round-robin S-subband allocation (RRSA) algorithm. We use as the PF metric of a scheduler the General Proportional Fairness (GPF) metric [4] , G * (t) defined as G * ðtÞ ¼ P k2U log R k ðtÞ ð 7Þ Fig. 2 shows the GPF performance against time when K ¼ 20 and M ¼ 3. We simulated 1000 sets of channel realisations and averaged the obtained GPF metrics. The proposed GDSA outperforms the RRSA except only the first five frames after the data transmission started. In Fig. 3 we can see that the throughputs of both the sounding algorithms increase as the multiplexing coefficient does. As the number of the users increases, the throughput of the RRSA, however, generally decreases while that of the proposed GDSA increases. It is shown that the proposed GDSA outperforms the RRSA in terms of throughput and proportional fairness. The throughput gap between the proposed GDSA and the RRSA becomes larger as the number of users increases. This means that the proposed GDSA supports the PF scheduler better than the RRSA. Fig. 3 Cell throughput according to number of users
